Hawaiian Crown Plantation New Hire Ad
Posting title: APPLY NOW! BEST PLACE TO WORK
Posting location: Waikiki
Local Hawaiian Café, Smoothie Bar, Pineapple & Gourmet Gift Shop is Looking For Fun,
Responsible & Energetic Individuals to join its Team!
HAWAIIAN CROWN PLANTATION has opened its first store location in Waikiki with more locations on
the way!!!!!!
This is the perfect OPPORTUNITY for individuals who are looking for part-time work to supplement
their income while going to school, or individuals who are looking for full-time and/or long term
opportunities. Our company is growing and we want you to grow with us!
HAWAIIAN CROWN PLANTATION is looking for individuals who like to smile, value great customer
service and who want to create and serve delicious and healthy locally grown products.
Prior experience in food, beverage, customer service, hospitality and/or events is a great, but not
mandatory. Japanese speaking is a plus!
Ideal candidate:
- Has a positive attitude and good work ethic
- Can follow directions
- Is Efficient
- Is Punctual
- Is Reliable
- Is Responsible
- Is a Team player
- Can lift 45 pounds
- Can communicate effectively with customers and team members
HIRING NOW FOR:
Part-Time and Full-Time shifts
Weekend shifts
Evening shifts
Select individuals will also have opportunities to work at special events and farmers’ markets!
No uniform is required to be purchased
Pay is hourly and commensurate with experience.
HAWAIIAN CROWN PLANTATION is a local company - Our products are grown and Made in Hawaii!
If you are looking for a Fun Place to work with Flexible Schedules, Great Hours, Product Discounts,
Training and Growth Opportunities and LOOOOVE the aroma of Fresh Fruit & Coffee…
Then APPLY TODAY and come join the HAWAIIAN CROWN PLANTATION Ohana!
Please email your resume and 3 references to info@hawaiiancrown.com
Or stop by the store at 159 Kaiulani Ave. Suite 105 (Entrance is on Kuhio) and drop off your resume and
pick up an application or call Lisa at 808-921-5899 with questions.
MAHALO!

